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- Seq2seq using large paired datasets 
(uncommon, expensive to create)
- Generalization issues due to domain shift
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- Seq2seq using large paired datasets 
(uncommon, expensive to create)
- Generalization issues due to domain shift

- MeanSum: No exposure to summaries 
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Dataset and task
Summarize reviews for a product or business (Yelp/Amazon)

 Example Input (nail salon):

“No question the best pedicure in Las Vegas. I go around the world to places like Thailand and Vietnam to get beauty 
services and this place is the real thing. Ben, Nancy and Jackie took the time to do it right and you don’t feel rushed. My 
cracked heels have never been softer thanks to Nancy and they didn’t hurt the next day.”

“This is the most clean nail studio I have been so far. The service is great. They take their time and do the irk with love. That 
creates a very comfortable atmosphere. I recommend it to everyone!!“

“The best place for pedi in Vegas for sure. My husband and me moved here a few months ago and we have tried a few 
places, but this is the only place that makes us 100% happy with the result. I highly recommend it!”



High-level idea
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Model architecture
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Model architecture Straight-through 
Gumbel-Softmax



Proxy metrics for tuning models without ground-truth

1. Sentiment accuracy, using pretrained rating classifier

2. Average word overlap with input reviews (relevance)

3. Negative Log-likelihood (NLL), using pretrained language model (fluency)



Results (automatic metrics)



Results (human evaluation)



Original Reviews: Mean Rating = 4
1: No question the best pedicure in Las Vegas. I go around the world to places like Thailand and Vietnam to 
get beauty services and this place is the real thing. Ben, Nancy and Jackie took the time to do it right and you 
don’t feel rushed. My cracked heels have never been softer thanks to Nancy and they didn’t hurt the next 
day.

2: Came to Vegas to visit sister both wanted full sets got to the salon like around 4 . Friendly guy greet us and 
ask what we wanted for today but girl doing nails was very rude and immediately refuse service saying she 
didn’t have any time to do 2 full sets when it clearly said open until 7pm!

3: This is the most clean nail studio I have been so far. The service is great. They take their time and do the 
irk with love. That creates a very comfortable atmosphere. I recommend it to everyone!!
4: Took a taxi here from hotel bc of reviews -Walked in and walked out - not sure how they got these reviews. 
Strong smell and broken floor - below standards for a beauty care facility.

5:  The best place for pedi in Vegas for sure. My husband and me moved here a few months ago and we have 
tried a few places, but this is the only place that makes us 100% happy with the result. I highly recommend it!

6: This was the best nail experience that I had in awhile. The service was perfect from start to finish! I came to 
Vegas and needed my nails, feet, eyebrows and lashes done before going out. In order to get me out quickly, 
my feet and hands where done at the same time. Everything about this place was excellent! I will certainly 
keep them in mind on my next trip.

7: I came here for a munch needed pedicure for me and my husband. We got great customer service and 
an amazing pedicure and manicure. I will be back every time I come to Vegas. My nails are beautiful, my skin 
is very soft and smooth, and most important I felt great after leaving!!!

8: My friend brought me here to get my very first manicure for my birthday. Ben and Nancy were so friendly 
and super attentive. Even though were were there past closing time, I never felt like we were being rushed 
or that they were trying to get us out the door. I got the #428 Rosewood gel manicure and I love it. I’ll 
definitely be back and next time I’ll try a pedicure.

MeanSum Model: Predicted Rating = 5
Probably the best mani/pedi I have ever had. I 
went on a Saturday afternoon and it was busy and 
they have a great selection of colors. We went to 
the salon for a few hours of work, but this place 
was very relaxing. Very friendly staff and a 
great place to relax after a long day of work.

Extractive Model: Predicted Rating = 1
Came to Vegas to visit sister both wanted full sets 
got to the salon like around 4 . Friendly guy greet 
us and ask what we wanted for today but girl 
doing nails was very rude and immediately refuse 
service saying she didn’t have any time to do 2 
full sets when it clearly said open until 7pm!



Conclusion
● Neural abstractive (multi-document) summarization can work well even 

without examples, using a summarization-specific architecture.
● Models and code available online: 

https://github.com/sosuperic/MeanSum

Come talk to us at our poster: Thursday June 13, 06:30 -- 09:00 PM, Pacific 
Ballroom

https://github.com/sosuperic/MeanSum

